College of Sciences and Arts  
October 29, 2013  
Agenda, 9:00AM – 11:00 AM

I. Information  
A. MTU Testing Center (M. Meyer email 10/25)  
B. Global Innovation Initiative (Walck email 10/28 – forwarded)  
C. Reminder re: sponsor recognition and requirements (Hunton email 10/24)  
D. Naming MS degrees (Hunton email 10/24)  
E. DOE Scholars program (Codere email 10/22)  
F. Comment re: PPD training  
B. KIP Master proposal –budget appendix (attached)  
  Are we ready to approve this proposal?  
C. Summary of Dean’s Council discussions

II. Discussion:  
A. Salary increases: process  
B. General Education changes (attached)  
C. Faculty interest in laptops devices in the classroom  
D. MS/Certificate in Data Science (attached)  
E. Emerging plans for collaboration between computer science/information/computer engineering activities on campus

Ongoing:  
1. CSA Strategic Plan update, with department revisions during AY 2013-14  
2. On-line training for NSF PIs – preparation for upcoming audit  
   (Labissoniere email 10/11/13)

Attachments:  
KIP MS budget appendix  
General Education reform proposal  
Data Science MS & Certificate proposals